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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

Answer any five questions. 

,ia Suppose an cleetromagnetie wave with propagation vector, electrie and magnetic fields along the 
-and r -axes respectively interacts with a free electron. Write down the Hamiltonian in the 
Coulomb gauge. What are the electric dipole, magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole approximations? 

b Consider transition betw een two atomic levels in an Hydrogen atom due to such an electromagnetic 
radialion. Establish that the selection rules in the dipole approximation are given by : = +1, 
Am = 0.1. 

(e) Consider only electrie dipole (El) and magnetic dipole (Ml) approximations. Find out the ways that 
an slectron at n =3 state can jump to n= l state. What are the strongest lines and why? 

(1+3)+2+(3+l) 

2. (a) Wht is a central field approximation (CFA)? Write the many-electron Hamiltonian in this 
approximation explicitly identifying the perturbing terms H, and H, Sketch how the various energy 
levels of npn'p electrons in CFA will be modi fied due to H, and H, in LS coupling scheme. 

(b) What are the reasons behind isotope shifts? Show that the isotope energy shift for nucleus of size 
R scales as Z+n', Z and n being the atomic number and principal quantum number respectively. 

(c) Show that the corresponding lifetime of hydrogenic ions with atomic number Z in electric dipole 
approximation is proportional to Z (1+1+2)+(1+3+2 

3. (a) Show explicitly that the two particle spin wave function x(1, 2) = a(lDB(2) is an eigenfunction of 
S. operator but not of S. 

(b) Write the Hamiltonian of an atom in a magnetic field. Show that in Paschen-Back effect, the 

-degeneracy of the atom is completely removed. 

(c) Out of P, . D, , D, . P, which of the level(s) cannot show anomalous Zeeman effect and 

why? 3+{l+3)+3 

(a) Write the Hamiltonian of a polyatomic molecule consisting of K nuclei and N electrons. Separate 
the nuclear and electronic part of the wave equation of the molecule using the adiabatic 

approximalion. Explain the physical significance of the coupling term. 
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(b) Consider the energv calculation of molecular electronic states. Show that the enerov eala.a 

with approximate vave funetions is always above those calculated with exact (true) wave functi 

Following the LCAO technique, obtain the secular equation for the ground state enero 

(1+3+13 diatomic molecule. 

5. (a) What nil be the shapcs of the molecular orbitals formed by combining two P, atomic orbitak 
(h The molecular state of Boron monolhydride (BH) molecule is given by : (l sG(2sa²(2pcM 2 

Obtain the term svmbols of the BH molecule. 

(2) 

(c) Considering NH; as a C;, point group molecule, construct the character table in reducil 
representation considering all degrees of freedom. The character table for point groun C. 
irreducible representation is given below. 

E 

1 

1 

-1 

30 
1 

-1 

0 

Rotation and translation 

T. 

R. 

(T, T,): (R, R,) 
(Svmbols have their usual meanings). 

Detemine the ireducible groups representing the vibrational modes of the NH, molecule. 
2--

6. (2) Assuming the lines in a rotational spectra to be located at 2B(J+ 1), derive the expression for the rotational quantum number (J), where the intensity of the rotation spectra is maNImum. B is R rotational constant and J is the rotational quantum number. 
(b) Derive an cxpression for wave number of the P and R branch transitions for a diatomic molecue undergoing rotation-vibration transition. 
(c) Write Frank-Condon principle for vibrational electronic spectra. With the help of a schemane diagram. Cxplain hOw dissociation energy of a diatomie nolecule could be estimated trom vibationd clectronic spectra. 

7. (2) Oblain an cxpression for the number of photons in a laser cavity as a funetion ot the pumping i (b For a lascr syslem, detine the Quality F actor (Q) of a mode. Show that, the width of the spccirum depends inversely on Quality Factor. Derive the coTespondng expression. (C) Ciic practical cxample of tour level solid state laser system. State its working pheiie. 


